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UNVEILED THE NEW TROPHY FOR THE 2013 NORDIC SKI WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS IN VAL DI FIEMME (ITALY)

The trophy was presented last Saturday during a night gala in Cavalese
Art student Stefania Carpella from Cavalese awarded
Enthusiastic comments by FIS General Secretary Sarah Lewis
Celebrated 900 years since foundation of the Magnifica Comunità di Fiemme


On May 28, 2008 the FIS awarded the 2013 Nordic Ski World Championships to Italy’s Val di Fiemme. Only two days after the announcement, the Fiemme 2013 OC was already at work, and in almost 1000 days many important steps have been taken towards the third World Championships to be held on the South side of the Alps.
Last Saturday, on the eve of Tour de Ski closing leg on the Alpe Cermis, another important piece was added to the 2013 World Championships jigsaw puzzle. The new trophy for the World event was unveiled in Cavalese, during a charming ceremony held in the courtyard and inside the beautifully restored building of Magnifica Comunità di Fiemme, namely ‘The magnificent community of Val di Fiemme’, which is an early form of self government in the valley founded exactly 900 years ago.  
The winner was Stefania Carpella from Cavalese, an 18-years old student from the Art Institute ‘G. Soraperra’ of Pozza di Fassa, who created an original wooden carved trophy that represents the tradition of the valley, the wood used in violin making, and the passion for winter sports. Her project was chosen among over 70 brilliant and inventive sketches made by students of the same Art Institute.
‘My idea was to put together the two main elements’, said Carpella, ‘that summarize this great event and my valley as a whole. Sport and traditions, so you see the ski on the very bottom of the prize that turns into a violin, made of course with the magic wood of our forests’. 
FIS General Secretary Sarah Lewis took part in the ceremony, and together with the young winner pulled the red silky drape off the trophy. ‘It is always a great pleasure for me to come to Val di Fiemme’, claimed Lewis, ‘and the World Championships awarded to this valley for the third time are not a coincidence whatsoever. The passion and the experience of this team are something we as FIS can always rely on with extreme confidence.’
The best three athletes of each discipline will receive the Fiemme 2013 Trophy during the World Championships. Among the many guest at the night gala in Cavalese were Nordic Ski Fiemme OC presidents Tiziano Mellarini and Pietro De Godenz, Italian Ski Federation Vice President Alberto Piccin and some athletes such as Czech XC ski champion Katerina Neumannova, Italian skiers Pietro Piller Cottrer and Alberto Tomba, former road cycling champion Maurizio Fondriest, and the two inventors of Tour de Ski, Jürg Capol and XC ski legend Vegard Ulvang.
Info: www.fiemme2013.com 



